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Martin I. Hansen, attorney and former
assistant prosecutor from Racine, Wis.,
will give a free public talk at 1 p.m Friday
in Sangren Hall, Room 2304. His topic will
be "Impact of Recent Court Decisions on
the Defense." His talk is sponsored by the
Department of Sociology.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Walter R. Mason, art, will present a free
public lecture on "Clay in the 1960's-Pop
ArtIFunk Art" at 7:30 p.m. Monday in
Sangren Hall, Room 1213. His talk is the
second in a series of six scheduled this
semester by the Department of Art.
"Pornography"
will be the topic of
discussion at a free public "Food for
Thought" luncheon from 11:45 a.m. to 1
p.m. Friday in the Student center faculty
dining room. Leader is Marsha Markle, a
graduate student in psychology. Participants may bring a lunch or purchase
food at the cafeteria. The series is sponsored monthly by the Center for Women's
Services.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Karen Zeigler, supervisor of special
education for the Bloomfield Hills School
District near Pontiac, will present a free
public talk on "Deinstitutionalization and
the Education of the Severely Mentally
Impaired" from 3 to 5 p.m. Friday in the
Honors College student lounge.
Thomas W. Hodler, geography, accompanied by five of his advanced cartography students, will attend the national
meeting of the American Congress on
Surveying and Mapping Friday in St.
Louis. Hodler will present a paper during
the meeting.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Applications are being accepted for the
1980-31 Student Judiciary
Committee.
Interested students may pick up applications in these offices: university
judiciaries,
student activities, foreign
student,
minority
student
services,
University Student center Board and all
residence halls. Applications should be
returned to university judiciaries no later
than March 24.
The student Entertainment Committee
has announced the appearance of jazz/pop
artist Chuck Mangione, at 8 p.m. Friday in
Miller Auditorium. Tickets for the onenight performance are $7.50, $6.50 and $5
at Miller Auditorium ticket office-open 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays, and until intermission on program nights.

•

•

•

The sounds of traditional Irish music,
along with the flashing feet of Irish dancers and the stories of old Ireland, come to
Miller Auditorium at 8 p.m. Saturday, with
the appearance of Jury's Irish Cabaret of
Dublin. Tickets, priced at $7, $6 and $4, are
on sale now at the Miller Auditorium ticket
office. Reservations may be made by
phoning 3~33 from 10a.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays and through intermission on all
program nights.

•

•
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Russell H. Neubauer of the biological
carcinogenesis division of the Frederick
Cancer Research Center will deliver a free
public seminar at 4 pm Wednesday in
Room 181 Wood Hall. The seminar,
sponsored
by the Department
of
Biomedical Sciences, will focus upon
Herpesvirus-induced leukemia.

Session in Lansing ends on foreboding note
What had been a very friendly hearing
for the university Monday in Lansing
before the Joint House and Senate Subcommittees on Appropriations for Higher
Education ended with a foreboding note
that the governor soon may substantially
revise
his 1980-31 budget
recommendations
downward
for
higher
education.
Rep. Gary M. Owen, ~Y~ilanti, closed
the hearing by stating, "One thing that is
coming out of the Budget Office that you
should be made aware of is that the
governor's budget percentages are inflated ... and we may have to come up
with another $100 million . . . for underestimating the ADC case load and fuel
assistance . . . so it could mean that a
substantially
revised
governor's
recommendation
will be coming out
shortly ... and there's a good possibility
that those cuts would have to come out of
higher education. "
In January, Gov. Milliken recommended
a 1980-31state appropriation of $50,932,412
or a 9 percent increase for WMU.
Maury E. Parfet, chairman of the Board
of Trustees, opened the hearing by stating,
"Western Michigan University is a strong
and productive institution that has undergone enormous internal curricular and
structural change in the last five years. We
are proud of our record and pleased you
have recognized our willingness and
ability to adapt to Michigan's changing
needs." Later, in respons~ to a question,
she clarified that the Board of Trustees
does have direct control over the
University Foundation. A complete text of
her prepared remarks is on page 2.
President
Bernhard commented on
Western's continued commibnent to "a
prudent use of available resources,"
deferred
maintenance,
necessary
equipment and supply purchases and "the
ravages of inflation." He added, "Despite
all of this and with the dedicated
assistance of our faculty and staff we are
still protecting the integrity and the
quality of our academic programs. We
think that's the central core of our
university and that must not be allowed to
decay or to erode.
"Western is a high quality state
university ... we are endowed with a fine
faculty and staff of whom we are very
proud and we are also endorsed as a

university by the many students who come
here and find great satisfaction with the
education and training that they receive
... Western is committed and dedicated to
serve the State of Michigan ... to provide
that kind of service which is of top caliber
. . . we want to enhance our quality with
your assistance." A complete text of his
prepared statement is on page 2.
Sen. Bill S. Huffman, ~Madison
Heights, asked, "You didn't give any
raises in the middle of the year, did you?
No truth to the rumor that you may be
going to Washington in a higher capacity,
Mr. President?" Bernhard replied, "No,
sir." Huffman continued, "We're glad
you're running your school and we applaud
the position you've taken. We're glad that
your board chairperson joined us today."
Rep. Mary Brown, ~Kalamazoo, asked
for clarification on adjunct, regular and
part-time faculty. Philip Denenfeld, acting

Announce locations for keynote addresses
in minority student leadership conference
The locations of remarks by the two
keynote speakers in this weekend's
minority student leadership conference
have been announced by the Consortium of
Ebony Concerns, sponsor of the conference.
.
The Rev. Benjamin Hooks, executive
director of the NAACP, will speak at 1:30
p.m. Saturday in th'! :;mall gyrnnasiwn of
Gary center. NBC News correspondent
Carole Simpson will speak at 11:30 a.m.
Sunday in the west ballroom of the student
center.
Locations for the keynote talks had not
been set.
The conference
has
the theme,
"Focusing on the Future." It will include
five sets of workshops with different
topics, from 11 a.m. to 12:15p.m. Saturday
in the Student center; four will be
repeated from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. that afternoon, most with different leaders.
The workshop topics are; "Employment
Preparedness,"
"Black Male/Female
Relations,"
"Politics
of the '80s,"
"Economics of Tomorrow" and "Black
Survival at Secondary and Post-8econdary
Levels;" the latter will not be repeated.
At 4:40 p.m. Saturday, there will be
presentations by members of the Black

No irregularities found in search,
report by affirmative action shows
President John T. Bernhard announced
Wednesday that a review of the entire
search process for a vice president for
academic affairs has been completed. No
irregularities were found; he definitely
will not reopen the search; and he will be
prepared
to make an appoinbnent

Hay orientations set
The initial orientation sessions for the
Hay classification study have been set for
Thursday, March 20. The meetings will be
in 2302 Sangren Hall. Meetings are
scheduled for 10 a.m., 1 p.m. and 2:30 p.m.
The sessions will be primarily for all
Physical Plant and Student Services staff
who will participate in the initial phase of
the Pilot Study. Other university staff will
be involved later; however, anyone interested is welcome to attend one of the
March 20 meetings, Stanley W. Kelley,
director of personnel, said.

vice president for academic affairs,
responded.
Rep. David Campbell, R-elawson, and
Owen asked about the seriousness of
WMU's request for a law school. Bernhard
replied, "Dreams die hard ... and we still
harbor the notion, that, in the western part
of the state, there is still a need for a
professional school of law, but it is No.3 in
relationship to our other two program
revision requests that we have broken
down in omnibus form."
Rep. Donald H. Gilmer, R-Augusta,
asked about any special programs for high
risk students. Bernhard said, "We want to
provide as much equality of access as we
can to students who have great potential
. .. we are very proud of our Martin Luther
King program and we are now in the
process
of looking at our whole
remediation program to see what we can
do more efficiently and effectively. "

recommendation to the Board of Trustees
March 21.
"Based on our review of the entire
process, we can find no irregularities' in
the process which would lead us to believe
that
the
results
are
based
on
discriminatory
factors,"
Robert
W.
Ethridge,
affirmative
action officer,
reported to Bernhard Wednesday morning.
Bernhard had asked Ethridge to review
the entire search process when he received
a request to reopen the search from the
Commission on the Status of Women
because no women or minority candidates
were included in the list of six finalists for
the vice presidency.
"We definitely will not reopen the search
and I will be prepared to make an appointment recommendation to the board at
next week's meeting," Bernhard said. "I
am grateful to Dr. Ethridge's office and to
the advisory selection committee for their
diligent efforts."

Hooks

Simpson

Student Union at Mercy College, Detroit,
on "Kissin' and a Huggin';" WMU's Delta
Sigma Theta on "A Path to Locating
Scholarshi~;"
the Black Aides from
Michigan
State
University
on
"Psychological Support;" and Phi Delta
Psi, WMU, on "Ins and Outs of
Parliamentary Procedures."
A student rap session at 5:30 p.m. and a
dance at 8 p.m. in the student Center west
ballroom will conclude Saturday activities. The conference ends at 12:30 p.m.
Sunday.
Conference cost is $8.50to adults, $6.50to
st!ldents not from WMU and $5.50 to
Western students. Tickets and registration
are available at the Office of Minority
Student Services, Ellsworth Hall, Room A211or during the conference in the Student
Center.

Faculty Senate
meeting tonight
The Faculty Senate meets at 7 o'clock
tonight in the Trimpe Distributive
Education Building, Room 1008.Proposed
agenda items include an information
report on the capital campaign by Helen J.
Flaspohler, development and annual fund;
recommendation on a departmental affiliation policy; and revision of recommended guidelines for advisory search
committees.

'Open Office Hours'
scheduled for Friday
President Bernhard's next "Open Office
Hours" session will be from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m. Friday in his office, 3062 Seibert
Administration Building. Faculty members, staff members and students are
invited; appoinbnents are not necessary.
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Jog-a-thon April 12 to raise money for athletics
A goal of 2,000 nmners has been set for
the WMU "Jog-A-Thon," a fund-raising
venture to take place at Kanley Track
April 12.
The jog-a-thon concept has gained
popularity on the West Coast recently;
WMU's is the first to take place in the
Midwest. A similar event at the University
of California last fall raised more than
$300,000.
Proceeds will go to the improvement of
athletic, recreational
and intramural
facilities on campus. Among the projects
to be funded are grandstands, scoreboards
and storage buildings for the new soccer
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and softball fields; rehabilitation and
weight-training facilities in Lawson Ice
Arena; all-purpose mats in the Gary
Center; expansion and renovation of
women's lockerroom space in Gary
Center; and improvements at Waldo
Stadium.
Registration fonns for the jog-a-thon
can be obtained through the athletics
department in Gary Center. The amount of
money a runner raises is based on how
much is pledged to that individual for each
lap completed. Participants will run in
one-hour segments, trying to see how
many times they can circle the 44o-yard
course by running, jogging, walking or
even crawling.
While individuals who wish to take part
in the event must solicit their own pledges,
collection of the money will be conducted
by the university.
The jog-a-thon also offers a unique
chance for on-campus and local non-profit
organizations to get involved, since they
can raise money for their own cause as
well. After expenses for the jog-a-thon are
met, groups may keep half the money they
raise.
Tom Tallman, a WMU graduate who is
the coordinator for the jog-a-thon, will

conduct a meeting at 7: 30 tonight for interested campus groups. The meeting will
be in the grill area of the Student Center.
Tallman is available to meet with groups
at other times.
Registration fonns for the jog-a-thon
can be obtained through the athletics
department in Gary Center, the alumni
relations office, or jog-a-thon headquarters, A-308Ellsworth Hall.

Meetings this month for
winter student teachers
Students who plan to student-teach
during the winter semester, 1981, must
attend one of the following meetings in
Sangren Hall this month:
Tuesday,
March
18, 4 to 5
p.m.-secondary
in Room 2201 and
elementary and special education in Room
2202.
Thursday,
March 20, 11 a.m. to
noon-secondary
in Room 2209 and
elementary and special education in Room
2217.
Thursday,
March
27, 9 to 10
a.m.-secondary
in Room 2217 and
elementary and special education in Room
2219.

Remarks by Bernhard, Parfet to Joint Appropr

We have responded to serious financial
pressures by reducing services and serby deferring
plant
It is a pleasure once again to appear vice personnel,
maintenance
and
non-essential
exbefore the Joint House and Senate Sub- penditures and by reducing or freezing our
committees on Appropriations for Higher
supply and equipment allocations, a
Education. Our delegation includes a necessity which now threatens the quality
number of our Trustees, members of our
of our educational mission and frustrates
Faculty Senate and the AAUP Faculty our students, faculty and staff.
.Union and some of my administrative
Recognizing that education is facing a
colleagues.
financial crisis caused by inflation and
As has been customary,
Western
shifting priorities, we must be ever
Michigan University has provided you mindful of the importance of educational
with a series of statistical materials which
we hope will both be informative and small quality and institutional excellence. Our
state has made a major investment in
enough in number so that you will look at education-an investment which continues
them with some care. The handouts in to make an important contribution to the
your packet include recent enrollment
economic, social and intellectual welfare
trends, material on tuition trends and of Michigan-an
investment
which
expectations, a summary of a growth in deserves
continuing and meaningful
our financial aid commitments{ a chart on support.
energy cost avoidance, a detai ed position
Unfortunately, educational institutions
statement on the current modifications in
the Owen-Huffman Investment Needs face enduring problems. We are a peopleModel and an article highlighting the intensive organization and must continue
to attract and retain quality faculty and
Kalamazoo Consortium of Colleges, which
staff
to carry out our educational mission.
continues to be a viable and exciting In addition,
our operating
costssource of cooperative education and
instructional supplies, equipment and
planning in the Kalamazoo area.
energy-are
increasing faster than the
In addition to these statistical materials,
Consumer
Price
Index.
however, I do wish to take a few minutes to
Naturally we are anxious to increase our
highlight a number of special concerns
which I feel are imperative for me to share income so as to alleviate these pressures.
Yet, outside of your continued support,
with you.
tuition income remains our only source of
Formula and Models:
revenue. Continually increasing tuition to
First, I would like to make clear that primarily meet inflationary pressure does
Western Michigan University is concerned little to protect or strengthen
our
at recent developments which we perceive educational programs. There is no margin
are in motion that will radically alter the left for developing excellence. And this
intent of the Owen-Huffman Investment
necessity may eventually deter equal
Needs
Formula.
Western
Michigan educational access to many Michigan
University and I, personally, have been residents, a possibility which all of us who
very supportive of this formula in the past, are concerned about human potential must
since it represents, from our perspective,
deplore.
a most positive thrust in funding for higher Preventive Maintenance
education in this state. Current attempts,
Far more positive, from my perspective,
however, to overutilize regression analysis
are
the attempts currently underway to
theories imply in my opinion that the
a formula that will finally
Owen-Huffman Investment Needs Form- create
recognize the almost-desperate need for
ula is no longer looking toward an unmet
need and national comparisons for funding building renewal in the State of Michigan.
Most of us have faced aging physical
at appropriate levels. I fear that this plants and deteriorating laboratories and
regression analysis trend indicates that classrooms for so long that we have
the formulas may simply reflect past
patterns of spendipg. If this trend becomes become stoic. But the State of Michigan
siml?ly cannot afford to let millions and
more pronounced-and
I hope it does millions of dollars in past investments
not-it would be a far more regressive crumble because we neglect to maintain
movement than is the current Department
our physical assets. We have spoken of this
of Management and Budget formula, situation
before-I simply need once again
whatever the drawbacks on average cost to reiterate our strong feelings that we
approach may be.
must move forward at once in this area.
Western
Michigan University
will
continue to reallocate
its resources Planning and Future Growth
Last year we specifically asked and
wherever possible. And while we have
adjusted our view of the future, we have at received funding for programs in public
the same time attempted to protect bur administration, health and human serand energy
systems.
These
academic programs and personnel. We vices
have done our level best to manage our programs are in place-up and running.
available resources with responsible care They have not yet been fully funded in all
cases, but we are moving ahead
and prudence.

President Bernhard:

Job.

O'Cft Ift91
These listings are posted by the
university
personnel department
for
regular full-time or part-time employees.
Applicants should submit a Job Opportunities Application during the posting
period.
HA-HD clerical positions are not
required
to be posted.
Interested
university employees may register in the
personnel office for assistance in securing
these positions.
Assistant professor, 2 Year, 80-072, art,
posted 3-11to3-17.
Assistant professor, 2 Year, 80-073,music,
posted 3-11to 3-17,
Assistant professor, 2 Year, 80-074,
English, posted 3-11to 3-17.
Ubrary assistant n, HE, 80-076, library,
posted 3-13to 3-19.
Secretary, senior, HF, 80-077, linguistics,
posted 3-13to 3-19.
Secretary II, HE, 80-079, College of
Education, posted 3-12to 3-18.

tions Subcommittee

nonetheless and have increased our ability
to meet our students' career needs.
Western
Michigan University
has
reversed
a decade-long pattern
of
declining enrollments. Our enrollment
turned up this year and all signs indicate
that we will once again be up in this forthcoming fall. We feel that students are
responding favorably to the programs we
offer them. Although Western will continue to reallocate its resources internally
to meet enrollment pressures we must
view the PRR process as a prin{ary source
for funding major new programs and
projects.
This year our PRRs have been examined
by a number of university bodies and
committees, including the Deans Council
and the Faculty Senate Executive Board,
to name only two groups; we are enthusiastic about the academic potential of
these PRRs. Let me highlight just a few of
them for you.
The requests emphasize our commitment to important public service while
meeting the needs of Western's students
and Michigan's employers. For example,
the Energy Education programs will
provide students with skills that can help
alleviate the energy crisis facing our state
and nation. The Career Program in
Liberal Arts recognizes the need for
graduating students with a strong liberal
education along with meaningful employment preparation.
For
example,
the Undergraduate
Toxicology Program and the Master's
Program in Biostatistics, meet the needs
of a major state industry. The Criminal
Justice Program will strengthen an internationally
recognized
instructional
program. The Labor Studies Program and
the Division of Community Health PRRs

can provide our state with a pool of
qualified, broadly educated professionals
in such areas as labor relations, gerontology and mental health administration.
The expansion of our Business Service
Institute will allow us to continue our
significant programming in upgrading the
personnel of a number of Michigan
organizations
and
provide
other
specialized services which can help
strengthen the state's economic base.
Capital Needs
As president, it would be difficult for me
to complete a prepared statement to the
Joint
Appropriation
Subcommittees
without speaking in some degree to our
capital needs. We have many. The highest
among our priorities is a replacement for
the inadequate,
antiquated
facilities
presently housing the College of Business,
our fastest-growing college. New facilities
which provide such modern, specialized
rooms such as computer centers, model
office laboratories and an audio-visual
production
center
will significantly
enhance the education delivery for each
program of study in this college. I hope we
will be authorized to proceed with the
development of preliminary plans to
respond to this need.
In conclusion, I wish to assure you that
Western is a high-quality state university,
well buttressed by a fine faculty and staff,
and actively endorsed by many students.
All of us at Western are dedicated to
serve the educational needs of the citizens
of Michigan
within the resources
available. We are planning creatively and
yet prudently for the future and, with the
strong support of the legislature, I am
certain that we shall continue to provide
quality service to the State of Michigan.

Chairrnan Parfet:

University
Foundation.
We directly
supervise this body's efforts which are
aimed at enhancing our educational
operations where stringent conditions in
state operations make complete funding
impossible. We hope you share with us the
enthusiasm that it takes to raise private
and corporate donations for the benefit of
students at a tax-assisted institution. We
are particularly interested to see the state
address in serious terms badly-needed
maintenance in our aging facilities.
As a board we have also studied and
reviewed with care our program requests
for fiscal 1980-81.Our first two PRRs have
a multitude of exciting new curricular
thrusts which we hope we will receive
sufficient funding to start up next year.
In short, Western Michigan University is
indeed moving forward; I am pleased to be
associated with this institution and its
president, Dr. Bernhard. Western continues to be a source of pride and a
valuable resource to the citizens of the
Kalamazoo region, the State of Michigan
and our nation.

I am pleased to be here today to speak
with subcommittee members. On behalf of
the Board of Trustees, I would like to
express our gratitude to you for your interest in higher education and the welfare
of our students.
Western Michigan University is a strong
and productive institution that has undergone enormous internal curricular and
structural change in the last five years. We
are proud of our record and pleased you
have recognized our willingness and
ability to adapt to Michigan's changing
needs.
Our board takes seriously its constitutionally
mandated
charge
of
stewardship. We are committed to the task
which we accepted as trustees. Our
board's five standing committees spend
hours of their time on a donated basis each
month to review Western's academic
programs,
financial
operations
and
student concerns. We also take pride in the
recent growth and accomplishments of the
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WMU Partners in Progress Capital Campaign
The making of the capital campaign
In recent years the decline in appropriations per student-constant
dollars per student-has
jeopardized
quality education, subsequently forcing
nearly all public universities, including
Western, to look to the private sector
for that "vital margin" so indispensable to excellence.
Believing that quality is no less
imponant at Western than at sister
institutions, the university's Board of
Trustees received President Bernhard's
recommendation for an expanded
fund-raising program. University
personnel, alumni and friends have
long recognized that this institution
was far behind in seeking private
suppon from its constituencies.
A first step in this new outreach was
the establishment of a duly designated
fund-raising agency, the development
office. Then, after considerable study,
university officials went to leading
citizens among alumni and in the
community to chaner a foundation that
would provide a volunteer force and tax
exempt (501 (c) (3) ) organization
capable of carrying out fund-raising
activities for the purposes of the
university. The WMU Foundation
functions as an adjunct arm of the
development office.
The president then appointed
persons to the University Development
Council to act as an advisory
body to the development office and the
Foundation as fund-raising programs
developed. The council and the
Foundation board of directors first
considered what might be done to
assist in securing funding for the Fine
Am faciliry, which had been in the
university's building plans for years.
When it became apparent early in
1978 that the Fine Ans facility stood a
~ood chance of being funded by the
new state bonding authority, the
president instrUcted the development
office to undenake a new campaign
feasibility study to help determine
fund-raising objectives in the immediate future.
In preparation for such a study,
President Bernhard requested deans,
administrators and selected university
personnel to submit a list of special
needs within their college or unit which
might possibly be funded by the
private sector through a capital campaign. From the needs submitted, a
composite list was compiled of
university-wide items totaling
11.1 million dollars.
In June and]UTy oT1978, a
feasibility study was conducted by
Western's development consulting
fum, John Grenzebach and Associates
of Chicago, to test reactions to the
"needs list" by prospective donors and
to determine the presence of other
prerequisites for a possible campaign.
(Grenzebach & Associates, established
in 1961, specializes in campaign
management and consulting work with
educational institutions and is a

paftnefSIn
pfo9fess

member of the American Association of
Fund Raising Counsel, Inc.)
The Grenzebach fum submitted its
repon to President Bernhard showing
that cenain university needs emerged as
attractive and likely to be saleable to
donors in the private sector.
The fum recommended, based on
the feasibility study, that Western
Michigan University could initiate a
capital fund-raising program with a
minimum goal of $5 million and a
maximum goal of$7 million, for those
items which elicted interest among
prospective donors.
The WMU Foundation board of
directors unanimously endorsed a
resolution to proceed with the planning
for a campaign to seek private funds
within the recommended range, and
with a primary focus on the needs of
the College of Business.
During the winter of 1978-79, a
campaign "package" committee
identilled and described specillc needs
for which private suppon would be
sought during the campaign.
All items chosen for inclusion in the
campaign "package" were those which
the feasibility study indicated would

likely appeal to prospective donors. The
Campaign Leadership. Su"ounding
Campaign Chairman James H. Duncan
overall campaign goal was set to in(WMU '46), Chairman of the Board and
clude the construction and equipping
Chief Executive Officer, First Amen'can
of a conference center and up-to-date
Bank Corporation, are, clockwise: Honorary
equipment, endowed chairs,
Co-Chairman Wm. John Upjohn,
scholarships and graduate fellowships,
President, W. j. Upjohn Management
and funds for academic program
Company; Honorary Co-Chairman James S.
enrichment.
Gilmore, Jr., President, Jim Gilmore
The next task, and perhaps most
Enterprises; Raymond A. Rathka (WMU
critical to a successful campaign, was
'53), President, WMU Foundation and
Treasurer, Michigan Bell Telephone
the matter of identifying leadership.
Company; and WMU President, John T.
Leadership is always the key factor in
Bernhard.
successful fund-raising-whatever
the
cause, whatever the goal and whatever
the scope of the campaign. It is
Western's good fonune to have
wonhy of inve.stment; campaign
enlisted leading citizens within the
leadership is first rate; and there exists
community to head this very imponant
an
identif1able donor constituency
first effon. In addition to the campaign
capable
of supporting such a drive.
chairman and honorary co-chairmen, a
Ralph Waldo Emerson observed,
steering committee composed of
" It is one of the most beautiful comalumni, university personnel and
pensations
of life that no man can
trUstees has been formed to direct the
sincerely
try
to help another without
fund drive.
helping himself. " It remains only for
The campaign staff has devoted
the university, its alumni and its
hundreds of hours to research and
.
friends
to make "Panners in Progress."
planning. Critical prerequisites for a
a
reality.
successful campaign have been
established. The university's case is
legitimate and campaign goals are
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Partners in Progress
seeks private support
For the first time in its 76-year
history, Western Michigan University
will seek suppon from the private
sector for priority capital programs and
projects to keep pace with the
emerging educational needs in the
80's.
• Endowment funds are being sought
for named chairs for pre-eminent
faculty in the Colleges of Arts and
Sciences and Business. Endowed chairs
are extremely imponant in securing
both a fine faculty and a diversified
student body. By underwriting a
portion of faculty costs, endowed chairs
will give the university an edge in
attracting and retaining outstanding
and renowned scholars.
• Funds for scholarships and graduate
fellowships for outstanding students are
being sought for the entire university.
• Suppon will be sought for
programs for academic enrichment,
including a contemporary business

issues series and a student professional
field experience program for the
College of Business; a visiting scholars
program in the Department of Speech
Pathology and Audiology in the
College of Health and Human Services;
and a general fund for academic
enrichment.for university-wide
distribution.
• Building funds are sought for a
university business development center.
This center will provide an invigorating
environment for the advancement of
knowledge and serve as a conference
and meeting center for the university
and region.
• Technical equipment funds are
sought for a computer simulation
laboratory; Applied Sciences printing
systems and computer systems; a
scanning electron misroscope; a
graduate studies and research center; a
Fine Ans multi-media room; and two
Kurzwell reading machines for the
blind.

'Why I give to Western .

Mrs. Adelaide Luley
Administrative Secretary
Occupational Therapy
As a member of the university community and as a resident of
Kalamazoo, I take great pride in the many programs and services this
institution has to offer. Western can justifiably boast of its fine
educational programs. Both of our sons, Charles Luley III (BS, 1967;
MBA, 1972) and William Luley (BBA, 1977) received excellent
educations here.
Our ties to the university are many and we suppon Western
because of our keen sense of personal and local pride in the univer. sity-its accomplishments and its goals and aspirations for the future.

Dr. Charles Davis
Professor
Department of Electrical Engineering

Campaign looks to
future of academic excellence--"There are periods in the
development of most institutions and
organizations when a sudden infusion
of new capital is needed," said
President John T. Bernhard. "The
research and organization necessary for
successful capital fund raising can leave
behind a legacy of benefits that will
positively influence an institution's
development for years to come."
Concurring with President Bernhard's assessment of the need for a
capital fund drive, Western's Partners
in Progress Campaign Chairman James
H. Duncan observed, "Indeed, a
capital fund program often breathes
new life into all other fund-raising
projects, because it has a positive
effect on all other methods used."
The benefits of a capital campaign
include:
• The discovery and development of
new leaders for an institution;
• The focusing of attention on an
institution's programs and purpose;
• The unification of constituents in a
common cause by strengthening the
morale of staff and volunteers.
• 'The creation of a positive public
image;

The university needs the suppon and interest of alumni and
friends for its continued development. Because I want to see Western
achieve its full potential, I will continue to give.

• The identiftcation of new prospects
for on-going annual suppon programs;
and
• Broadening the base of institutional
suppon, thereby increasing the
potential for future fund-raising
programs.
The 1980's will bring hard questions
for the university-questions
about
how to deal with stable or declining
enrollments, basic research suppon and
the pressures facing students, among
others. But these questions shouldn't
get in the way of the university's
emphasis on continuing to expand and
improve its knowledge base.
The Partners in Progress campaign
leadership firmly believes that an
effective capital campaign is the most
effective method of generating substantial improvement in institutional
quality and momentum. Other major
institutions, such as the University of
Michigan, UCLA, Miami (Ohio) and
Tennessee have shown that a successful
campaign can result in qualitative
improvement and become a catalytic
force for maintaining belief in the
continuing improvement and progress
of the institution.

Ms. Allene Dietrich
Director
Center for Women's

Services

I give for two reasons. One: I appreciate the opponunities
Western offers adults in the community, especially women returning
to school and work or changing careers. Two: Western and its people
give my family the music, art, theatre and intellectual environment
that make Kalamazoo attractive to us. I wouldn't want to live in a city
lacking this cultural environment.

Dr. Edward J. Heinig
Professor
Department of Educational/
Professional Development
Institutional health, like our personal health, must be renewed
frequently. Contributions to the university renew Western's vitality in
the same way as regular exercise improves one's physical fitness. As a
faculty member I want to have a part in ensuring the university's vigor
and continuing excellence.

Endowed professorships at Western
The prestige surrounding the en·
dowed professorship is shared by its
holder, the donor whose gift makes it
possible, the person whose name it
bears and the university at which it is
established.
For the first time, Western Michigan
University, through the Partners in
Progress capital campaign, is seeking
suppon for two such distinguished
endowed professorships.
An endowed chair in a scientific
field-biomedical
sciences, chemistry,
mathematics, behavioral psychologyis sought within the College of Arts
and Sciences. The chair will be used to
attract an acclaimed scholar to Western
to work with graduate students in
extending the boundaries of scientiftc

•

,

Another endowed chair is included
in the campaign package designated for
the College of Business.
These commitments provide a living
memorial by perpetuating a name in a
manner that ~learly records the donor's
belief in intellectual values.
To the professor, appointment to an
endowed chair signals recognition-to
his or her colleagues and to the world
beyond academia-of
both his or her
own achievement and the institution's
commitment to his or her field of
inquiry and teaching.
To the university, the endowed chair
provides the means to attract, retain
and honor distinguished faculty
members.

Dr. Ralph Miller
Professor
Department of English
The capital campaign will benefit the entire university, for what
touches any part will benefit the whole. Our pledges will be gifts that
express-in still another way-our commitment to the purposes of the
university and our common effon to achieve them.

lOqUUY.

I
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Western Michigan University Capital Campaign
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Organizational plan for all-university
Partners in Progress Capital Campaign

As is customary in capital campaigns for educational institutions, all members
of the faculty and staff at Western will be given the opportunity to participate in
the Partners in Progress appeal. Prospects will include approximately 900 full and
part-time faculty of all colleges; 500 professional and administrative employees;
600 clerical and technical staff members; 500 AFSCME bargaining unit employees; and, 300 retired faculty and staff.
A goal has been established to reach these 2,800 individuals in person, using
a nerwork of volunteer faculty and staff. Each employee will be asked to consider
a pledge, with emphasis on the payroll deduction payment method, over the
three-year campaign period. A dollar goal of $200,000 has been set for the
University community; however, of equal importance will be the number of
faculty and staff members participating in the effort.
UNIT

ORGANIZATIONAL
CHART FOR COLLEGE
OR EMPLOYEE GROUP

The unit organizational chart illustrates the volunteer network developed
to personally reach every employee within the University community.
Volunteer

Workers

PHASE
I. College of Business and President's
Administrative Staff
II.

III.

PREPARATION
Dec. 1, 1979Jan. 22, 1980

SOLICITATION
Jan. 23, 1980Feb. 29, 1980

All Other Colleges and

Dec. I, 1979-

March 14, 1980-

Employee Groups

March 13, 1980

April 4, 1980

Emeriti and Retirees

April, 1980

May, 1980

TIMET ABLE OF KICK·OFF MEETINGS

OF VOLUNTEERS

MARCH 14
FRIDAY

Professional and Administrative Volunteers
Noon Luncheon-Rooms
158-59, University Student Center

MARCH 17
MONDAY

Faculty and College Volunteers
Noon Luncheon-Presideat's
Dining Room.
University Student Center

MARCH 18
TUESDAY

Clerical and Technical Volunteers
Noon Luncheon-President's
Dining Room,
University Student Center

Chairperson

Managers

Captains
Volunteers
Prospects
Leading this section, its volunteers and activities, is the Campaign Advisory
Committee, comprised of seventeen faculty and staff persons representing each
college and group within Western. Helen Flaspohler, Assistant Director of
Development, provides staff management for this section.
The campaign has been divided into three phases for kick-off meetings and
reporting. The first phase which includes the College of Business faculty and staff
and the President's Administrative staff has been completed. The chart below
provid~s the schedule for the entire All-University campaign.

The demonstration of commitment through a successful campus effort this
spring can have a very positive impact when major foundations, corporations and
individual prospects are approached.
How to Give ...
Your contribution is vitally important to your University. The Universitynow and always-will be a more dynamic place of higher education because of
every gift. Pledges to the Partners in Progress Campaign may be made payable
over a three-year period and through payroll deduction. Contributions are
deductible for both state and federal income tax purposes. Further information is
contained in the folder "Planning Your Gift for Tax Savings," which is available
upon request from the Development Office. For more detailed information
concerning your particular tax advantages, contact Paul Knudstrup, Director of
Planned Giving (3-4972) or your attorney or tax consultant.
The Development Office staff will gladly discuss with those interested the
opportunities for named gifts in memory or honor of individuals or families.
Any suggestions of potential contributors to the campaign are welcome. It is
impossible for any development office to be aware of all prospects who might be
in a position to make a substantial contribution. Individuals who know of
potential donors who should be contacted during the campaign are encouraged to
call the Development Office (383-4972) and discuss, in confidence, such
prospects. In turn, the Development Office will work with potential donors in
developing proposals which match their interests. Contact Russ Gabier, Assistant
Vice President for Development; Gary Brown, Director of Corporation and
Foundation Relations; or Helen F1aspohler, Assistant Director of Development.
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Volunteer leaders spark Western's fund-raising
Partners in. Progress Steering Committee
For more than three quaners of a
centuIy, the programs and resources of
Western Michigan University have been
linked with the economic, social and
cultunl advancement of Southwestern
Michigan.
As a partner in the progress of its
statewide community and nation,
Western has responded to the emerging
educational needs of business and
industry, local communities and people
of all ages with programs marked by
innovation, quality and service.
Western was the fIrst university in
Michigan to establish in-depth, fouryear degree programs in technical and
industrial fIdds for Michigan's growing
industries . . . the fIrst to provide
career preparation for occupational
therapists and physicians' assistants, key
components of the medical care team
. . . the fIrst to develop a doctoral
program in public administration for
government officials seeking to improve
the quality of public services ... the
fIrst to require all students to broaden
their knowledge of non-Western
cultures . . . the fIrst to establish a
comprehensive Fine Arts College
combining visual arts, theatre, music
and dance.

James H. D~ncan
(WMU '46)
Chairman
First National Bank
Corporation

Raymond A. Rathka
(WMU '53)
President,
WMU Foundation
Treasurer,
Michigan Bell
Telephone Company

Flourishing on a university-wide
foundation of quality in instruction
and research are many programs that
are nationally recognized. Among them
are business and accountancy, blind
rehabilitation and speech pathology,
behavioral psychology, libcacianship,
occupational therapy, education,
mathematics, music, Medieval studies,
paper science, and engineering.
Now Western is looking to the 80's.
As a state-assisted university, Western
has a special mandate to enlist the
creative energies of its faculties,
students and staff in shaping a future

J. Michael Kemp
Trustee
Attorney

Darrell G. Jones, Ph.D.
Dean,
College of Business

of greater excellence and service to
fu1f111the changing needs of Michigan
and the nation.
A partnership of university and
community leaders has confronted the
emerging realities, measured Western's
capabilities and potential, and chosen
wisely the directions in which we must
move.
Your panicipation is vital. With the
help of old friends and new, the
dynamic, exciting mission of leadership
and service that lies ahead will be
fulfIlled.

Paul L. Maier, Ph.D.
Professor of History

Maury E. Parfet,
Chairman
Board of Trustees

W. Bruce Thomas
(WMU '50)
Executive Vice PresidentAccounting & Finance
U.S. Steel Corporation

Russell Gabier
(WMU '52)
Assistant Vice President
Alumni Affairs and
Development

Join our partnership ~all-university campaign
Volunteers are one of the university's
greatest resources. Western is particularly fortunate in the number of
dedicated faculty and staff membersleaders in their own professions-who
have chosen to donate their time to the
Partners in Progress campaign.
Professional

groups support

The programs and objectives of the
Partners in Progress Capital Campaign
are being supponed by the following
W.M.U. professional groups: The
Faculty Senate; the AAUP; the Administrative / Professional Association;
and, the Clerical/Technical Association.

Pictured right are members of the AIIU"iversity Campaign Committee, Partners
in Progress Capital Campaign, at a recent
organiZiltion meeti"g. Seated, from left, are
Carol Payne Smith, education and admi"istration; Peter Malanchuk, library;
Harvey Ollerton, general studies; Linda
Delene, business; Heidi Rawson-Ketchum,
clerical/technical. Standing, from left are,
joh" Lindbeck, applied sciences; joe
Stoltman, arts and sciences; Russell Setbert,
emeriti; William Kowalski, administration;
Carl Doubleday, fine arts; Pat Halpin,
AFSCME; Cameron Lambe, education; Hal
Bate, health and human services; and james
Duncan. Not allat/able when picture was
taken: Ardith Embs, Iibran'anship; Ralph
Mt/ler, arts and sciences; and Sally Pippen,
administratille /professional.

Campaign Advisory Committee
College of Applied Sciences
Dr. John Lindbeck
Center for Metric
Education and Studies
College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Joe Stoltman
Geography
Dr. Ralph Miller
English
College of Business
Dr. Linda Delene
Marketing
College of Education
Dr. Cameron Lambe
Educational & Professional
Development
Dr. Carol Smith
Program Review Project
College of Fine Arts
, Mr. Carl Doubleday
Music

College of General Studies
Dr. Harvey Ovenon
Humanities

Librarianship
Mes. Ardith Embs
Librarianship

College of Health and
Human Services
Dr. Hal Bate
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Public Safety
Mr. Lanny Wilde
Master Sargent
Public Safety

Administration
Mr. William Kowalski
Executive Vice President

Emeriti
Dr. Russell Seiben

Library
Mr. Peter Malanchuk
Social Sciences Ref.
AFSCME Employee Group
Mr. Pat Halpin
Structural Shop
Professional! Administrative
Ms. Sally Pippen
Residence Hall Program
Clerica1lT echnica1
Ms. Heidi Rawson-Ketchum
Physical Science Library

Helen Flaspohler (left) presents Campaign
materials to Waldo Library 1I0lunteers
Marjorie Ho a"d Peter Malanchuck at a
recent meeting.
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Left and below: AAUP and Faculty Senate
Executive committees at recent All-University
Campaign Orientation.

Unit Chairpersons and
Managers

-

College of Applied Sciences
Dr. John R. Lindbeck
Mr. Wayne Accardi
Dr. Lee Baker
Dr. Harley Behm
Dr. Ray Dannenberg
Ms. Alice Kavanaugh
Dr. James Matthews
Mr. William McCabe
Captain Michael O'Shea
Ms. Ele Simpson
Mr. Charles Woodward
College of Arts and Sciences
(Sciences and Social Sciences)
Dr. Joe Stoltman
Dr. Henry Raup
Dr. Herb Smith
Dr. Tom Straw
. Dr. Leo Vander Beek
Humanities
Dr. Ralph Mtller
Dr. Bernadine Carlson
Miss Elizabeth Giedeman
Dr. H. Nicholas Hamner
Mr. William Rosegrant
Dr. Shirley Woodworth
Dr. Ruth Heinig
College of Business
Dr. Linda Delene
Dr. Adrian Edwards
Dr. Gale Newell
Dr. Margaret Sanders
Dr. Roger Wallace
College of Education
Dr. Cameron Lambe
Dr. David Adams
Dr. Robert Betz
Dr. Edward Heinig
Ms. Dorothy Smith
Mrs. Virginia Sorenson
Mr. Frank Wangberg
College of Education
Dr. Carol Smith
Mrs. Harriet Creed
Mr. George Dales
Dr. Donald Weaver
College of Fine Arts
Mr. Carl Doubleday
Mr. Andy Argyropoulos
Dr. Russell Grandstaff
Mr. Leonard Meretta
Dr. Janet Stillwell
Mrs. Celia Yonkers
College of General Studies
Dr. Hanley Overton
Dr. Bruce Haight
Dr. Arthur Helweg
Dr. Robert Poel
Dr. Larry tenHarmsel

Below: Volunteers from
Professional/ Administrative group discuss
All-University Campaign.
Bottom: Volunteers from
Clen'cal/Technical group
discuss aspects of
AII- University Campaign.

College of Health and
Human Services
Dr. Hal Bate
. Mr. Robert Barstow
Miss Shirley Lukens
Mrs. Shirley Sparks
Mr. Stanley Suterko
Administration
Mr. Wtlliam Kowalski
Library
Mr. Peter Malanchuk
Ms. Marjorie Ho
Mr. David McKee
Mr. John Provancher
Ms. Sondra Brunhumer
AFSCME Employee Group
Mr. Pat Halpin
Mr. Tom Burns
Mrs. Martha Delagarza
Mrs. Carol Gilkison
Ms. Betsy Rice
Mr. Lester Roberts
ProfessionalJ Administrative
Ms. Sally Pippen
Mrs. Shirley Ray
Mr. Lowell Rinker
Mr. James Schaper
Ms. Natalie Sinanian-Philander
Ms. Marie Stevens
Clerical/Technical
Ms. Hetdi Rawson-Ketchum
Ms. Ann Cox
Ms. Charon Sanford
Ms. Megan Stearns
Ms. Seija Suter
Ms. Sandra R. Thomas

Emeriti
Dr. Russell Seibert

Librarianship
Mrs. Ardith Embs

Public Safety
Mr. Lanny Wilde, M.Sgt.
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Tax advantages of a
campaign contribution
In tax terms, what dots a gift to the Panners in Progress capital campaign mean
to you?
Your cash gift to Western may be taken as an itemized deduction on your
federal income tax return. An amount equal to as much as 50 percent of your
adjusted gross income may be deducted for the year in which the contribution is
made. with a five-year carryover of any excess. In addition, the State of Michigan
allows a direct credit against your state income taXfor one-half of the gift. 20
percent of your tax liability, or $100 ($200 on a joint return), whichever is less.
A few examples will illustrate the actual benefits of a gift or pledge to
Panners in Progress:
Eumple A: Dr. and Mrs. Green have an annual income of $30,000. They make a
pledge to Partners in Progress of $1,000 per year for three years. Assuming they
are in the 32-percent bracket. file a joint return and itemize their deductions, a
gift of $1,000 each year could result in a net cost as low as $480 per year. If they
choose the payroll deduction payment plan. a $1.000 pledge will reduce takehome pay by $38.30 per pay period. based upon 26.1 pay periods.

-

Adjusted Gross Income-$30,ooo
$1.000 per year contribution x 32% - $320 federal tax savings
Michigan Tax Credit
$200
$520 total taXsavings

deduction for his federal return. He decides to make a total gift of $1.000, but
chooses to spread it over a five year pledge period. giving $200 each year. This
method maximizes the benefit of the Michigan Tax Credit. and obtains a $100
credit each year for Mr. Johnson. This reduces the actual cost to $100 for his gift
of $200 per year. A payroll deduction of $7.66 per pay period can be used to
fulfill this pledge (26.1 pay periods).
Adjusted Gross Income-$18,ooo
$200 per year contribution-Standard Deduction-no
Michigan Tax Credit
$100

federal tax savings.

$100 total tax savings
Net Yearly Cost of $200 gift

$100

Example D: Dr. Aarons and her husband have an adjusted gross income of
$45.800 and fIle a joint return. Since their deductions exceed the zero-bracket
amount, they choose to itemize on their return. Dr. Aarons makes a pledge of
$5.000 to Panners in Progress, spreading the contribution over five years. If they
are in a 43-percent bracket, this gift of $1.000 per year could have an approximate after-tax cost of as little as $370 per year.

Net yearly cost of gift
Eumple B: Ms. Smith is single and has an annual income of $8.500. She pledges
$100 per year as a gift to Western. Filing an individual return. and itemizing her
deductions. the $100 yearly gift could cost her as little as $26. after taXes,
assuming a 19 percent bracket. By having a payroll deduction made, Ms. Smith
fulfllls her pledge at the rate of $3.83 per pay period (26.1 pay periods).
Adjusted Gross Income-$8,5oo
$100 per year contribution x 19% - $19 federal tax savings
Michigan Tax Credit

$55
$74 total tax savings

Net Yearly Cost of $100 gift

$26

Example C: Mr. Johnson has an adjusted gross income of $18.000 and fIles an
individual return. His deductions do not exceed $2.300, so he uses the standard

Adjusted Gross Income-$45,8oo
$1.000 per year contribution x 43%
Michigan Tax Credit

c

$430 federal tax savings.
$200
$630 total tax savings

Net Cost of $1,000 gift:

$370

Note: These are examples only; your own situation may be different.
Pledges are deductible only in the year in which they are paid.
In addition to the obvious benefits of a cash pledge, there are numerous
advantages to making a planned or deferred gift through the establishment of a
charitable trust, a bequest or a gift of life insurance. The Office of Planned
Giving Serviceswill be pleased to discuss these deferred gift methods with you
upon request.
A review of the examples shown above illustrates the savings involved in
making a charitable contribution to the university. These tax benefits significantly
reduce the net cost of making a gift to Panners in Progress and indicate the
encouragement provided by federal and state government.

Tax laws favor givin~ to
all-university campatgn
Earned
Taxable
Income

$ 8.000

Net Cost
for an
Individual
Rerum

Net Cost
for a
joint
Rerum

25

$ Ino

$ Ino

Gift

$

8.000

50

13.00

16.00

10.000

2)

6.2)

7.00

10.000

)0

12.00

14.00

1),000

)0

9.50

12.)0

1).000

100

19.00

2).00

20,000

100

14.00

22.00

20.000

200

28.00

44.00

2).000

100

10.00

14.00

2),000

200

20.00

28.00

30.000

100

).00

11.00

30,000

200

10.00

22.00

30,000

1.000

4)0.00

410.00

40.000

1.000

400.00

3)0.00

)0,000

1,000

400.00

300.00

Check your opponunity to save on
giving. Find the example that approximates your situation. These
eXllmples lire 0"/' II g*itJe. Consult
your taXadvisor for the benefits applicable to your situation.
A contribution qualifies as a
tkd*c#o" under federal laws. Due to
favorable tax laws in Michigan pertaining to gifts to higher education, a
contribution qualifies as a credit. The
credit allowed is 50% of your gift,
20% of your tax liability. or $100
($200 if a joint retum is fIled).
whichever is less.
The taXsavings derived from the
contribution credit are based on the
assumption that the tax-payer will
remain in the same tax bracket in the
year following the gift year. Savings
may affect the federal taxable income .
of the donor for the taxable year
following the year of the contribution.
The following chan indicates the
payroll deduction appropriate for
selected gifts to the university.

Payroll Deduction
based on 26 pay periods per year
Amount
Of Gift
25.00

1 Year
$

.96

2 Years
$

.48

3 Years
$

.32

50.00

1.92

.96

.64

100.00

3.85

1.93

1.28

250.00

9.62

4.81

3.21

500.00

19.23

9.62

6.41

1,000.00

38.46

19.23

12.82

3,000.00

115.39

57.70

38.46

5.000.00

192.31

96.16

64.10
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Giving guidelines for the capital campaign
During the course of Western
Michigan University's capital campaign,
many forms of giving will surface. It is
both desirable and prudent campaign
strategy to allow for those forms of
giving which encourage donations while
maximizing the benefits to donors.
While all gifts are welcome and cenain
techniques are dictated by the fact that
donors might not be otherwise able to
give, guidelines for giving are essential.
Outright giving
Outnght gifts wtll be given the htghest
pn'ority in the capital campatgn.
A. Gifts of the following type are to be
counted at their full fair market value:
1. Cash
2. Marketable Securities"
3. Marketable Real Property"
"The tax benefits for such gifts are
considerable, but they vary according to
whether or not the assets have appreciated. All such questions should be
referred to the University's Planned
Giving Services Office.
B. As noted above, gifts of real
property and securities are acceptable
and shall be counted in the campaign.
However, exceptions may be made for
real property or securities which are not
considered highly marketable. A
determination in these cases will be
made by the Capital Campaign
Steering Committee, the Western
Michigan University administration or
the WMU Foundation executive
committee.
C. Closely held stock or restricted stock
may be counted in campaign totals if
deemed acceptable by the Capital
Campaign Steering Committee, the
administration or the Foundation
executive committee.
D. Gifts-in-kind may be counted
toward the campaign objective if they

are related to the needs contained in
the campaign package or if they can be
liquidated to fund those needs. The
Capital Campaign Steering Committee,
the administration or the Foundation
executive committee shall determine
the acceptability of gifts-in-kind for the
campaign. The valuation of gifts-inkind for tax purposes shall be the
responsibility of the donor.
Planned giving (deferred)
A. Irrevocable gifts through the
following vehicles and subject to item
B below, shall be counted at their full
fair market value. (It is almost
universally accepted among educational
institutions that irrevocable transfers
to the plans noted are counted at
their full fair market value. Such
gifts are irrevocable and represent a
method of giving which is ideally
suited to many donors.)
1. Charitable Remainder
UNITRUSTS
2. Charitable Remainder Annuity
TRUSTS
3. Life Estate Contracts
4. Pooled Income Fund
5. Charitable Gift Annuities
B. In order to be counted in campaign
totals the gifts noted above should
generally follow these guidelines:
1. Income beneficiaries shall have
attained the age of 50, unless the gift
is a charitable trust for a term of years.
2. The maximum number of income
beneficiaries shall be 2, unless the gift
is a charitable trust for a term of years.
C. Gifts of Life Insurance will count at
their face value only under the
following conditions:
1. Western Michigan University or
the WMU Foundation is named owner
and beneficiary; and,

2. The policy is of the whole life
variety; and,
3. The donor is 65 years or older or
the policy is paid up.
4. All other conditions as outlined in
"Procedures and Guidelines for a
Planned Gift of Life Insurance to the
WMU Foundation" must be met.
5. If a gift of a surrendered policy or
a policy to be surrendered is made, it
will be counted, for any donor of any
age, at the surrender value.
D. BEQUESTS shall be counted in
campaign totals only under the
following conditions:
1. A donor is 65 years or older.
Where a spouse is involved, the spouse
must also be 65 years or older.
2. The bequest is to take place upon
the passing of the donor and / or a
surviving spouse. No additional lives
shall be involved.
3. The bequest ~ust be accompanied
by a signed pledge. If a spouse is
involved, the spouse must also sign a
pledge.
. 4. The bequest shall not be contIngent.
5. A member of the Western
Michigan University Development staff
is to receive a copy of the Will or
codicil executed to fulfill the pledge.
E. MATURED BEQUESTS will be
counted.
F. Other revocable planned giving
arrangements shall be examined, where
appropriate, using the same criteria
utilized in determining whether or not
bequests shall count. Normally,
revocable planned gifts, other than
bequests as outlined above, shall not
count in campaign totals, except to the
extent that immediate benefit inures to
the Capital Campaign.

Gifts other than for immediate
campaign objective
The reason for considering varied
giving vehicles is that a capital campaign encourages many gifts which
would not otherwise be fonhcoming
and some donors are unable to make a
major gift unless a specific avenue is
opened up to them. The objective,
then, is to establish guidelines which
will both encourage donors and allow
the university to meet its need completely and on a timely basis.
Cenain needs for which funds are
being sought cannot be adequately met
through giving techniques which are
uncenain as to timing or amount.
Therefore, it may become necessary to
exclude cenain gifts from campaign
totals. Where they arise, such questions
will be decided by the Capital Campaign Steering Committee, the
Western Michigan University administration and/ or the WMU
Foundation Executive Committee.
(Where it can be determined that a gift
should not count toward the immediate
campaign objective, the donor(s) can
still be acknowledged in a campaign
context and the value of the "excluded" gift added back when the
campaign goal is met.)
Questions regarding acceptable
methods of giving to the capital
campaign not answered here should be
directed to the Development Office,
383-4972, or the Campaign Office,

383-6186.

Some answers to questions you may have about
the Partners in Progress campaign
What is the purpose of the WMU
campaign?
The purpose of the Panners in Progress
campaign is to provide additional
private financial suppon for WMU.
Priorities were identified based on
findings of both internal and external
studies.
Who will be asked to support this
campaign?
All alumni and friends of WMU including the Board of Directors of the
WMU Foundation, the Board of
Trustees of the university, faculty, staff
and parents. Corporations, foundations
and organizations will be asked for
suppon.
Who is working on the campaign?
Hundreds of dedicated alumni, faculty
and friends will be working as
volunteers with the campaign
organization, the board of the
Foundation and the Board of Trustees
of the university.
Will annual giving through the WMU
Foundation continue during the
Partners in Progress campaign?
Yes. These are two completely separate
programs-each
vital to the continued
life of Western Michigan University.
The Panners in Progress campaign is an
effon to raise capi~al funds, in a

specific period of time for special
needs.
How much should I give?
No one, of course, would-or
shouldpresu~e to tell you how much to give.
That determination must be made by
you after your own evaluation of your
financial circumstances, your understanding of the great significance of
the Panners in Progress campaign,
what the university has meant to you
and your willingness to share your
resources for the benefit of others. Any
suggestion made is only to inform you
of the high level of giving necessary for
success. In your consideration, you will,
we hope, be generous.
Is there a suggested gift?
Yes. To aid in decision-making, faculty
and staff might wish to consider
pledging to the Panners in Progress
campaign an amount equal to one hour
of pay each pay period, over three
years, or IV. percent of one's salary or
wages. Pan-time employees may wish
to consider pro-rating the suggested
gift. You may give more, you may give
less; whatever you pledge should be
entirely your decision.
Why should I pledge rather than make
a single cash gift?
Out-of-pocket cash gifts simply will not
be sufficient to attain the

minimum goal of the Panners in
Progress campaign. Your pledge may
be paid over a period of three years (or
longer if you desire) enabling you to
make a maximum contribution with a
minimum financial strain. You may
indicate on the pledge card the
payment schedule which is most
convenient for you.
May I speficy how my pledge is to be
used?
Yes. The Panners in Progress campaign
provides many opponunities for you to
specify exactly how your contribution is
to be used. Thus, you may be assured
that your pledge will be used to
suppon that function of the university
in which you have the greatest interest.
Your pledge may also be designated for
other imponant needs.
Are deferred gifts acceptable in the
Partners in Progress campaign?
Yes. Because of the nature of the
Panners in Progress campaign, deferred
gifts are acceptable according to the
"Givi~g Guidelines" for the capital
campaIgn.
Are there income tax advantages in
pledging to the Partners in Progress
campaign?
Yes. Federal and state governments
encourage your suppon by permitting
generous income tax deductions and

state tax credits for your contributions.
The tax advantages of your pledge are
discussed more fully in the booklet
entitled "Planning Your Gift for Tax
Savings. "
Must my pledge be paid in cash?
No. In fact, you may realize even
greater tax savings by contributing
stocks, real estate or other property
which has long-term appreciation. You
will be required to pay no capital gains
tax and you will be eligible for a
charitable contribution tax deduction
for the full current value of the
property contributed.
Will I be compelled to complete my
pledge in the event of hardship?
No. A pledge will be treated as an
intended contribution and not as a
legal obligation. In cases of economic
reverses, the donor should communicate with the campaign office and
an adjustment will be made.
What evidence of my gift will I have
for tax purposes?
The Panners in Progress campaign
office will mail an official
acknowledgement. A Michigan state tax
credit receipt will also be provided to
donors by the development office. The
taxpayer is reminded that income tax
deductions are based not on pledges
but on payments actually made.
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Private support began in 1903
Dr. Russell Seibert, Vice President
Emeritus, observed recently in a
meeting of the All-University Campaign Advisory Committee, that private
support was in large part responsible
for the very existence of Western
Michigan University. He was, of course,
referring to the vital role leading
Kalamazoo citizens played in encouraging the State Board of Education
to select Kalamazoo as the site for the
fourth annual school to train teachers.
Dr. Seibert's remarks prompted this
examination of James O. Knauss' book
entItled, The First Fifty Years-A
- History of Western Michigan College of
Education 1903-1953. Knauss, a former
chairman of the Department of
History, had this to say in "The
Beginnings" -the opening chapter
(pp. 3-5).
At the beginning of the ptesent century
southwestern Michigan had about one-fifth
of the state's population. There were,
however, no publicly supported teacher·
training facilities in this region. The three
normal schools at that time flourishing in
Michigan, the State Normal School at
Ypsilanti, Central State Normal School at
Mt. Pleasant and Northern State Normal

School at Marquette, served their areas well,
but their locations were distant from the
thriving and populous counties which
comprise southwestern Michigan. This
condition resulted in an organized campaign to establish a fourth normal school.
In its session of 1901 the legislature passed
a bill creating a normal school but it was
vetoed by the governor. In 1903 the issue
came to a successfulconclusion when
Governor Bliss on May 27 signed the bill
providing for the establishment of Western
State Normal School. The law had been
sponsored in the Senate by W. D. Kelley of
Muskegon and in the House by Henry B.
Vandercook of Grand Rapids. Since the
latter was the legislative leader of the
campaign for the new state institution, he
has ever since been called the 'Father of
Western.'
The law gave the State Board of
Education the right to select the location of
the school. A large number of communities
showed a desire to be chosen as the site of
the 'Normal.' The chief competitors were
probably Allegan, Muskegon, Grand
Rapids, Decatur, Three Oaks, Hastings, and
Kalamazoo. In the last-named place an
intensive and well organized drive was
immediately started to secure the school.
Exactly one week after the bill became a
law, onJune 3, a meeting was held which
was attended by members of the city

council and of the school board as well as
by other influential citizens. An
organization was formed to take the next
steps to influence the State Board to select
a Kalamazoo location. Spearheaded by
Mayor Folz and Nathaniel H. Stewart,
president of the school board, the
organization secured options on various
sites in and near the city.
Thus when the State Board on its tour of
inspection of the various communities came
to Kalamazoo on June 23,1903, the city
was able to advance very strong and
tangible arguments. The civic leaders at this
time probably told the Board that the local
school board would donate a site of not less
than twenty acres which was to be selected
by the Board, would give to the state a cash
gift of $40,000 which was to be used for
building purposes and for the development
of the campus, that the ciry would make
public utilities connections for the school
free of charge, and that the city school
board would pay half of the salaries of the
training-school teachers until a training
school building had been erected. This last
provision was to be valid for a maximum
period of five years. The city fathers
supposedly brought to the attention of the
Board the advantages that Kalamazoo
possessed, such as its adequate tran·
sportation facilities by road and railroad, its

central location in this part of Michigan,
and its deeply imbedded-and longestablished cultural and educational
traditions. The' arguments advanced were so
effective that the State Board on August
28, 1903, after prolonged balloting selected
Kalamazoo as the home of Western State
Normal School. The city and the school
board of Kalamazoo agreed to the
stipulations just mentioned.
Before construction could be started three
other things had to be done: a special
election had to be held to obtain the
consent of voters to issue bonds to defray
the cost of carrying out the promises made
to the Board, a definite site had to be
selected by the Board, and a clear title to
the propetty had to be obtained. The
election was scheduled for October 19. A
vigorous campaign for the bond issue was
made by the leaders, who were ably and
continually supported by the two local
papers, the Gazette and the Telegraph. The
result of the drive was the consent of the
electorate for a bond issue by the over·
whelming vote of eight hundred ami
eighty-four to one hundred and thirteen.
Far from a $6.8 million capital drive,
the support generated by the private
sector nevertheless was largely
responsible for building a great
University.

What Private Money Does
Provides Scholarships and Loans for
Students
More than $1.5 billion has been .
provided by private sources to generate
scholarships for students in the School
of Agriculture and Natural Resources at
the California Polytechnic State
University in San Luis Obispo.
A gift of $1 million in appreciated
stock certificates to the University of
Tennessee from former mail carrier
Clayton Arnold assists students
planning to be teachers.
Builds Special Facilities
A 13,000 square foot addition to the
Museum of Art at the Iowa Center for
the Arts, University of Iowa, was built
with a $1.2 million gift from Iowa
industrialist Roy J. Carver. More than
300,000 people visit the center yearly.
The Roy G. Storey International Law
Library was established with help from

You may double
your pledge---If your spouse is employed by a
company with a Matching Gift
Program, your gift will be matched,
doubled, and in some cases, tripled!
Many companies realize that with
more and more persons seeking college
educations, educational institutions
must increasingly depend on voluntary
support. To encourage support from
individuals who have benefitted from
college training and/or who count on
the colleges being ready to educate
their children, these companies have
established Matching Gift Programs.
By taking advantage of your spouse's
Matching Gift opportunity you can
increase the effectiveness of your gift by
doubling your camp~gn pledge the
easy way.

a $30,000 grant at the University of
Texas, Dallas.

Private gifts to public universities for
the enrichment of educational opportunities also include:
A 45-acre research plantation given
to Louisiana State University by the

family of Steele Burden, an expert in
landscape architecture.
A bequest to the University of
Michigan of manuscripts and
correspondence from Ernest
Hemingway, Aldous Huxley and
Dorothy Parker from Arnold Gingrich,
the founding editor of Esquire
Magazine.
A $461,528 grant from the W. K.
Kellogg Foundation to Temple
University for a rare graduate and
continuing education program in
health care financial management.
An unrestricted gift of $1-.5 million
from the Ford Motor Company Fund to
Michigan State University for its
Capital Enrichment Campaign was
designed to aid in the establishment of
a state center for the performing arts, a
new natural history museum, library
improvements and endowed faculty
chairs.

Giving in America

Partners in Progress development staff

There are many interesting findings
in the Filer Commission's report on
Pnvate Philanthropy and Public Needs,
published in 1975, which are worthy of
mention.
Americans -generally practice a deeply
ingrained habit of philanthropy, of
private giving which provides the
resource base for voluntary
organizations. Between money gifts and
the contributions of time and labor in
the form of volunteer work, giving is
valued at more than $ SO billion a year,
according to Commission estimates.
Most giving in America comes from
individuals with higher income families
giving mainly to education, hospitals,
and cultural institutions.

A capital gifts campaign for essential
campus-wide projects at Western
Michigan University, Partners in
Progress in the greatest challenge ever
for the university in the area of private
giving. For information, contact the
WMU Development Office, B-3
Hillside.

Provides Special Academic Opportunities for Students
A gift of $3 million from the late
industrialist John Motley Morehead,
was used by the University of North
Carolina to build an annex to its
Planetarium to house a 24-inch
telescope.
Equipment donated by the International Business Machines Corporation and Western Electric Company valued at $67,000 enabled
Elizabeth City State University to equip
an electronic laboratory in its Industrial
Arts and Technology Department.

The charitable deduction
has been part of the tax law
since 1917, four years after
the income tax itself became
a basic fixture of American
life. It was held that
personal income that went
to charitable purposes
should not be taxed because
it did not enrich the giver.

Russell Gabier, Assistant Vice
President, Alumni Affairs and
Development . . . . . . . . . . .. 3-4972
Helen J. Flaspohler, Assistant Director
of Development, Director, the
Annual Fund . . . . . . . . . . .. 3-1864
Gary Brown, Director, Corporation and
Foundation Relations . . . . .. 3-4972
Paul M. C. Knudstrup, Director,
Planned Giving Services . . .. 3-4972
Bill Doolittle, Director, Mike Gary
Athletic Fund
3-4972
Thomas Wight, Campaign Director
A310 Ellsworth Hall
3-6184
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Home ec to celebrate 75th anniversary with events
NBC News diplomatic correspondent
Richard Valeriani will address a dinner at
7 p.m., Friday, March 21, in the Student
Center, first floor dining room, as part of a
two-day 75th anniversary celebration by
the Department of Home Economics next
Thursday and Friday, March 20and 21.
Dinner tickets, at
$12 each, must be r~
served by Monday at
the home economics
department,
Kohrman
Hall,
Room
3018,phone 3-1827.
Other
special
events during the anniversary
will inI
clude an open house
Valerlani
in the home economics area of Kohrman
Hall from noon to 4 p.m. next Thursday
and also from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. next
Friday. It will include displays, departmental speakers and refreshments.
From 2 to 4 p.m. Thursday, a career
forum for students interested in home

economics will be conducted in Kohrman
Hall, Room 3008. It will include displays
and discussions about Western's home
economics program.
Dinner tickets also will enable persons to
attend a social hour from 6 to 7 p.m. March
20, at which Valeriani is scheduled to
appear, in the former Home Management
House, east of Rood Hall. Eureka, a
fashion-merchandising boutique, and First
Place, an area for advanced interior
design classes, are located there. The open
house will have displays and discussion
about WMU's home economics program.
Valeriani, who has been the NBC News
diplomatic correspondent
since 1973,
covered the White House previously for

Dance Company, Bal.letTheatre to perform

The Western Michigan Repertory Dance
Company (WMRDC) and the University
Ballet Theatre (UBT) will perform at 8
o'clock tonight, Friday and Saturday in
Shaw Theatre. A matinee at 2 p.m.
Saturday will benefit the Michigan Dance
Association.
Advance registration
UBT will perform Michel Fokine's "Les
Sylphides," the first classical work indeadline is Friday
cluded in the company's repertoire, and a
The deadline for advance registration
character ballet based on Roumanian
for spring-semester classes is Friday. Full dances which reflect the racial diversity of
payment of tuition and fees must be made Eastern Europe. Variations of melody and
by April 11. The spring schedule of classes
rhythm are evident in the music of Bela
is available in the registration office, 2010 Bartok to which the dances are performed.
Seibert Administration Building, and at
WMRDC
will
feature
works
the Information
Center in the ad- choreographed by faculty members and
ministration building.
students.
"Transparencies"
was

Sbriefs

"The Three Mile Island Accident and the
Work of the President's Commission" will
be the title of a free public talk at 7:30
tonight in Knauss Hall, Room 3750, by a
member of that commission-Cora
B.
Marrett, a former faculty member here
and now at the University of Wisconsin.

•

•

•

Hans Engelke, associate director of
libraries, will be the guest speaker at the
Kalamazoo Chamber Music Society's
informal, brown-bag luncheon program at
noon Wednesday in the activities room of
the city's public museum. He will discuss
the work of Bela Bartok, whose work will
be performed locally the following night.
Other members of the faculty have spoken
in the society's series this year.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Joanne Ursprung, natural science, and
an Energy-Environment Simulator from
the U.S. Department of Energy, will be
featured today at a 4:15 p.m. free, public
physics Workshop on Energy and the
Environment in Rood Hall, Room 1110.
Free public lectures on Cuba will be
given at 7: 30p.m. Monday, in Knauss Hall,
Room 3750,and also at 11a.m. Tuesday, in
Dunbar Hall, Room 2480, by Carmelo
Mesa-Lago,
distinguished
service
professor
of economics
and Latin
American studies at the University of
Pittsburgh. His Monday talk will be on
"Russian-Cuban-U .S. Relations,"
while
his Tuesday lecture is titled "Cuban
Economic Development. "

•

•

•

R. Kent Wood, director of the videodisc
innovations
project
at utah
State
University, will speak on the education
and library applications of such systems
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Friday in Room
G130 of Waldo Library. The visit is
sponsored by the Office of Instructional
Development
and
the School
of
Librarianship.

nine years. One of his recent assignments
was in Iran. He will discuss how American
foreign policy relates to individuals during
his dinner presentation.
When WMU's home economics department was established, its emphasis for
many years was on producing teachers of
home economics. Now it has seven
curricula-dietetics,
fashion
merchandising, the individual and the family,
food service
administration,
home
economics
education,
interiors
and
housing, and textiles
and apparel
technology. There are 500 majors in the
department, with nearly tw()othirds of
those in fashion merchandising, according
to Sue S. Coates, department chairperson.

The British Studies Program is sponsoring a series of free public films on
consecutive Tuesdays through April 1 in
Knauss Hall, Room 3750. The remaining
dates and films are March 18-"How
Green Was My Valley;" March 25-"The
Beggars Opera;" and April l-"Tight
Little Island. "

•

•

•

•

•

•

Music spanning four centuries will be
performed at 3 p.m. Sunday by the
University Chorale, a 4O-member student
choir from the Department of Music, in a
free public concert in Kanley Memorial
Chapel. Mel Ivey, music, will direct the
chorale.
Walter R. Mason, art, will present a free
public lecture on "Clay in the 1960s-Pop
ArVFunk Art" at 7:30 p.m. Monday in
Sangren Hall, Room 1213.His talk will be
accompanied by slides, films and original
works of art.

•

•

•

choreographed
by Wendy Cornish,
chairperson of the Department of Dance,
under a fellowship from the Faculty
Research
Fund.
"Adaptation"
was
choreographed
by Lindsay Canfield
Thomas, instructor.
Jazz works will be offered by former
faculty member, Eve Stabolepszy, and
Luretta McCray, assistant professor, in
"Sing, Sing, Sing," based on music of the
big band era, and "Power of the
Pyramid." Thomas and Eugene Mills,
instructor, will perform with McCray in
the latter piece.
All seats are reserved and tickets are $3
each and may be ordered by calling Shaw
Theatre ticket office at 3-1760between 10
a.m. and 5 p.m. daily.

READY
FOR
SPRING
PRAC·
TlCE-Coach Elliot Uzelac has his own
preseason workout in helping to prepare
the Waldo Stadium AstroTurf field for the
start of spring football practice this week.
Because of the university's academic
schedule, Western has ODe of the earUest
practice starts in the country.

Arthur E. F alk, philosophy, will read his
paper, "Power, Sage, Forbearance and
Time," on March 21 and Gregory R.
Sheridan,
philosophy,
will
read
"Physicalism
and Moral Theory" on
March 22 at a meeting of the Michigan
Academy of Arts, Sciences and Letters.

"Form, Function and Feel" will be the
title of a free public lecture at 4 p.m. today
in Friedmann Hall, Room 3020,by William
Lycan, of Ohio State University. At 8 p.m.
tonight he will speak on "Abortion and the
Civil Rights of Machines" at Kalamazoo
College in Dewing Hall, Room 103.

Martin I. Hanson, an attorney from
Racine, Wis., will give a free public lecture
on the "Impact of Recent Court Decisions
on the Defense" at 1 p.m. Friday in
Sangren Hall, Room 2304. A former
assistant prosecutor, he now is a defense
counsel in private practice. His talk is
sponsored by the Department of Sociology.

Nurse
practitioners
(NPs)
and
physician assistants (PAs) will attend an
invitational conference in Dunbar Hall
Friday and Saturday under the auspices of
the College of Health and Human Services.
The meeting will feature discussion of
pertinent topics including the roles of NPs
and PAs and the impact of those groups on
health care costs.

•

•

•

•

•

•

David Holland, a Kalamazoo marriage
counselor in private practice and a former
faculty member here, will present a free
public lecture on "Sex Therapy" at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday in the Student Center, Room
204. The lecture is part of the Sex and
Sexuality
series
sponsored
by the
Association for Women Students.

The Southwestern
Michigan Vocal
Festival's free public choral performance
• • •
will be presented at 7 p.m. Thursday,
Peter Kobrak, director of the Center for
March 20, in Miller Auditorium. The 1,300- Public Administration, will speak on
voice festival chorus, composed of high
"Intergovernmental
Relations and the
school vocalists from more than 30
Implementation of the Youth Employment
Michigan schools, will be led by guest
and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977"
conductor Rodney Eichenberger of the
at 3:15 p.m. Wednesday in Friedmann
University of Southern California (USC).
Hall, Room 3020.The free public lecture is
• • •
part of a series, Public Policy Questions,
Faculty and Staff: Do you find you need sponsored by the Institute of Government
an employee to fill a part-time position?
and Politics. Refreshments will be served
College students are dependable because
prior to the talk in the same room.
part-time work helps put them through
school. Call SERS at 3~133 and list
Joseph Ellin: phil~sophy, will present
available jobs.
papers at a conference on human rights in
Dayton and at meetings of the Pacific
• • •
division of the American Philosophical
David H. Smith, publications director,
Association in San Francisco in the next
has been named c<H!ditor of CASE 5, the
quarterly newsletter of the Council for two weeks. He will present another paper
at a conference on capital punishment next
Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE), Great Lakes District 5, which month in Atlanta.
goes to members from 383 colleges and
• • •
Undergraduate students interested in
universities in Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio,
Ontario, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and being nominated for a scholarship of up to
$2,500 offered by the Alvin M. Bentley
Manitoba.
Foundation are invited to submit a per• • •
sonal resume to the Office of Student
A contemporary music festival will be
conducted by the Department of Music at 8 Financial Aid and Scholarships by March
17. Inquiries and resumes should be
p.m. Saturday in a free public perdirected to Brenda Lauer, 3306 Faunce
formance of avant-garde works in Oakland
Student Services Building.
Recital Hall.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

A free public exhibition of paintings,
drawings and lithographs by Richard A.
Guimond, senior in art, is being presented
weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. through
Wednesday in the Miller Auditorium
lobby, when the exhibition will close with a
reception from 7 to 9 p.m.
Students, faculty and staff have until
Thursday, March 20, to submit slides of
their artwork to the Detroit Institute of
Arts for the "Michigan Artists 80/81"
competition.
The largest juried art
exhibition held in Michigan, the competition is open to all mediums from
traditional oil paintings to new video art
forms and crafts. Information and entry
cards may be obtained from Michigan
Artists 80/81, The Detroit Institute of Arts,
5200Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48202,
or the WMU Department of Art.
The British Studies Program free public
film series at 3 and 7 p.m. in Knauss Hall,
Room 3750, is presenting these films: on
March 18, "How Green Was My Valley";
March 25, "The Beggars Opera"; and
April 1, "Tight Little Island."
The Concert Choir of the University of
Wisconsin will perform a free program at 8
p.m. Friday at the Second Reformed
Church on Stadium Drive as part of their
1980tour. The program will be composed
of significant choral literature of the last
five centuries, as well as contemporary
compositions.
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Bronco
Sports

.-

A new team record of 34 goals in one
season by sophomore center Bob Scurfield
led the parade of marks set by Western
Michigan's hockey team during the
recently completed season.
Scurfield, who underwent knee surgery
last week, broke the mark of 30, held by
Tim Dunlop (1974-75) and Rob Hodge
(1975-76), with four tallies in the recent
series against Northern Michigan.
Team scoring leader Ross Fitzpatrick,
with 15 power-play goals, broke Peter
Raps' standard of 11.
The team also set a new school record
for assists with 350. The Broncos finished
the season with a 18-16-2record, the first
winning mark in four years.

•

•

•

Freshman miler Kurt Liechty and a twomile relay team will represent the
university in the NCAA indoor track
championships Friday and Saturday at the
Joe Louis Arena in Detroit.

•

•

•

Five events in International Concert Series
The International Concert Series for
19Bo.a1,presented in cooperation" with the
College of Fine Arts and Miller
Auditorium, will have five attractions
beginning Monday, Oct. 20, with the
Toronto Symphony, directed by Andrew
Davis. other attractions will be the Royal
MAC wrestling champs Doug Smith and Winnipeg Ballet on Tuesday, Nov. 11; the
Ron Voss are representing Western at the Folgers
Theatre
Group
presenting
1980NCAA meet, today through Saturday
"Macbeth" on Wednesday, Feb. 11, 1981;
at Oregon State University.
"
the Houston Ballet Company on Tuesday,
Smith, a 118-pounder, carries a 23-5 March 31, 1981; and the Western Opera
record, while Voss won his second straight
Theatre on Wednesday, April 22, 1981. all
MAC 134-pound championship and sports a programs will be in Miller Auditorium at 8
25-2record.
p.m.
The Toronto Symphony was founded in
• • •
The Bronco baseball team completed its 1923 and is considered one of the top 10
stay in Lakeland, Fla., with a 6-6 record. orchestras in North America and Canada's
Among the regulars, Ray Sohn batted .440 finest.
The orchestra
has
toured
while freshman Mark Gerard finished at throughout North America, Europe and
.360and Ken Scarpace, .333.Ron Raiz won Japan, and recently became the first
his only pitching decision and was un- Canadian orchestra to tour the People's
scored upon for over 14 innings while Tom Republic of China.
Kling had a I-I mark and a 0.75 earned
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet last apruns average.

•

•

•

The men's and women's tennis teams
ventured south over spring break and both
posted winning records. Coach Jack
Vredevelt's men's team had a 7-2 dual
record and a fourth place finish at the
Eastern Kentucky Indoor Invitational. The
slate was 5-4 for Coach Becky Rueckert's
women's squad.

John Houseman
visits next week

John Houseman, stage, film, radio and
television actor and star of the movie of TV
dramatic series, "The Paper Chase," will
lecture at 8 p.m. Thursday, March 20, in
• • •
On the first half of its Southern slate, the Student Center, east ballroom, after a
Coach Merle Schlosser's golf team tOok 6:30 p.m. showing of the movie, "The
first place at the Gulfstream Inter- Paper Chase," in the same room.
collegiate at Padre Island, Tex. Western
Houseman, foundplaced four individuals among the top six er and director of
at the four-day affair, led by Ron Beur- "The Acting Commann's 297 total for four rounds. Another pany," was named
trip comes up March 26-29 at the Gulf head of the drama diAmerican Corporation Invitational in vision of the Juilliard
• • •
With All-State selection Patti Rendine
Cape Coral, Fla.
School at New York's
heading the list, the women's basketball
Lincoln Center in
• • •
team chalked up sotne impressive records
1968,a position he reImproved showings in three men's
this past season, including scoring more winter sports have vaulted Western into tains. The Acting
Houseman
points in a season than ever before. Coach first place standings for the Reese Cup, Company
recently
Fran Ebert's team, which closed with a 19- symbolic of all-sports supremacy in the appeared in Miller Auditorium.
10 mark, scored 2,026 points in 29 games, Mid-American Conference. The Broncos
Tickets for the lecture-movie are $2.50to
breaking the old mark of 1,931, set in 26 have 38 points through five fall and winter students and $4 to non-students and are
games in 1977-78.The 19 wins is the third sports, while Miami University, winner of available at the Student Center, program
highest season total in WMU history.
director's office, ground floor, from 10
the past seven Reese Cups, has 33.
Rendine, in addition to being the team's
a.m. t04 p.m. weekdays, phone 3-1607.
• • •
leading scorer with 306 points, also set
Houseman will conduct a closed seminar
every school assist record in 1979-80,with
on actor/director
training for theater
204.
students March 22 in Shaw Theater. The
Sharon Brown again was the team's
University Student Center Board and the
rebounding leader with 238.
Student Budget Allocation Committee are
sponsoring Houseman's campus visit.
• • •

Western began the first of 20 football
practice periods last Tuesday, with four
practices a week slated over a five week
period, ending with an intra-squad game
on April 12 in Waldo Stadium.
Foremost on the agenda will be putting
players in their right· positions, offensive
and defensive
technique
and play
recognition, developing a quarterback and
working on all aspects of the kicking
game, which was inconsistent a year ago,
according to head coach Elliot Uzelac.

.Instant Information Line

(> 383·6153

CAMPUS CAUNDAR
MARCH
13-Mathematics
colloquium, "Support Points of Univalent Functions," Peter
Duren, University of Michigan, Everett Tower, Math Commons Room, 4: 10p.m.
13-Philosophy lecture, "Form, Function and Feel," Dr. William Lycan, Ohio State
Univ. faculty, 3020Friedmann Hall, 4 p.m.
13-Physics workshops, "Workshops on Energy and the Environment," Joanne
Ursprung, WMU asst. prof., natural science, 1110Rood Hall, 4: 15p.m.
13-S0ciology lecture, "The Three Mile Island Disaster," Cora Marrett, WMU
sociology professor, 3750Knauss Hall, 7:30 p.m.
-13-15-Performances
by Western Michigan Repertory Dance Company and
University Ballet Theater, Shaw Theater, 8 p.m. nightly; 2 p.m. Sat.
-13-Film, "Buddy Holly story," Miller Auditorium, 7 p.m.
14-Luncheon Discussion Series, "Pornography," faculty dining room, Student
Center, 11:45a.m.-I p.m.
14-President Bernhard's "Open Office Hours," 3062Seibert Administration Bldg.,
2:3().4:30p.m.
-l4-Concert, Chuck Mangione, Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
14-Special education lecture, "Deinstitutionallzation and the Education of the
Severely Mentally Impaired," Karmen Zeigler, special education supervisor,
Bloomfield Hills School District, student lounge, Honors College, 3-5p.m.
14-Lecture, "Impact of Recent Court Decisions on the Defense," Martin I. Hanson,
attorney at law, Racine, Wis., 2306Sangren Hall, 1 p.m.
15-Contemporary Music Festival, Oakland Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
-l5-Workshop, "A Review of Four Neurodevelopmental Theories and Techniques,"
Trimpe Distributive Education Bldg., 9 a.m.-3:3O p.m.

•..

peared in Miller Auditorium two years
ago, and this 'will mark their fourth appearance. It is Canada's oldest ballet
company.
The Folger Theatre Group, based in
Washington, D.C., is highly acclaimed for
its presentation of classical repertory
theatre.
The Houston Ballet is considered one of
the finest companies in the United States.
For their appearance here, the company
will
present
Jacques
Offenbach's
"Papillon," not seen since its first performances by the Paris Opera in 1860. It
will perform with full orchestra.
The Western Opera Theatre is an affiliate of the San Francisco Opera, and will
present "Romeo and Juliet" sung in
English. This marks the first tour to the
eastern U.S. The company will perform
with full orchestra.
Season renewals are on sale until
Friday, March 21; season ticket sales to
the public begin Monday, March 24.
Season ticket prices range from $38.70 to
$14.40to the public, and from $30.75to $12
for WMU students.
For more information contact the Miller
Auditorium ticket office weekdays after 10
a.m. at 3-0933.

Five businessmen
to visit, lecture
Four Michigan businessmen and one
from Wisconsin will serve as "Professors
of the Day" Wednesday during the seventh
annual event sponsored by the College of
Business.
Darrell G. Jones, dean of business, has
announced the following guest professors
and the college departments in which they
will lecture
and
visit
informally
throughout the day:
Robert R. Rohweder, chief of internal
auditing, Clark Equipment Co., Buchanan,
Department
of Accountancy;
Brenda
Schneider, director of consumer and urban
affairs
and
marketing
officer,
Manufacturers National Corp., Detroit,
Department of Business Education and
Administrative
Services; John Bosch,
owner, John Bosch Realty, Kalamazoo,
Department of General Business; Carl
Shafer, manager, educational affairs,
public affairs department, Dow Chemical
Co.,
Midland,
Department
of
Management; and Burnett W. Donoho,
president, Gimbels Midwest, Milwaukee,
Wis., Department of Marketing.

-15-Concert, Irish Cabaret of Dublin, Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
-15-16-Minority Student Leadership Conference, "Focusing on the Future," Student
Center, daily; keynote speakers, Rev. Benjamin Hooks, exec. dir., NAACP,
Gary Center, small gymnasium, 1:30 p.m. Sat., Carole Simpson, NBC News
correspondent, west ballroom, Student Center, 11:30a.m. Sun.
17-18-Cuban lectures, Carmelo Mesa-Lago, Univ. of Pittsburgh economics prof.,
"Russian-euban-U.S. Relations," 3750 Knauss Hall, 7:30 p.m. Mon.; "Cuban
Economic Development," 2480Dunbar Hall, 11a.m. Tues.
17-Art lecture, "Clay in the 1960's-PopArt/Funk Art," Wally Mason, WMU asst.
art professor, 1213Sangren Hall, 7:30 p.m.
18-Sex and Sexuality Series lecture, "Sex Therapy," Dr. David Holland, marriage
counselor, 204Student Center, 7:30 p.m.
-l8-Concert, Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra with guest pianist Gary Graffman,
Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
19-Personnel seminar, "Performance Reviews," 204Student Center, 9-11a.m. or 13 p.m.
19- Teacher Recruitment Day, east ballroom, Student Center, noon -4 p.m.
-2o-Lecture/film,
John Houseman, television actor in "Paper Chase," Student
Center, 8:30 p.m.
2o-Southwestern Michigan Vocal Festival, Miller Auditorium, 7 p.m.
2O-Workshop, "Potential Uses of Calculators in Mathematics Instruction," Dr.
Christian Hirsch and Dr. Dwayne Channell, WMU mathematics faculty, 3379
Rood Hall, 6-9p.m.
21-Meeting, WMU Board of Trustees, board room, Student Center, 9:30 a.m.
21-22-Open House, College of Applied Sciences, "Face the '80s," 25 educational
exhibits, demonstrations, displays and films, Kohrman Hall, (formerly
Industrial and Engineering Technology Bldg.), 1.a p.m. Fri.; 9 a.m.-noon Sat.
·22-Concert, Gold Company, Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
·22-Workshop, "Dual-Career Families," Dr. Ellen Robin, WMU Gerontology
Program, and Dr. Stan Robin, Center for Sociological Research, 2217 Brown
Hall, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
23-Concert, Collegiate Singers, Kanley Chapel, 3 p.m.
- Admission fee charged .

